Winter Word Search

Words can be found horizontally, vertically and diagonally.

BLANKET  FROZEN  IGLOO  SKIS
BOOTS     GIFTS     LIGHTS  SLED
COLD      HAT       MITTENS SKIES
FAMILY    ICE       SKATES  SNOW
WINTER    IGLOO     LIGHTS  SLED
BLANKET
Winter Word Search

**ANSWER KEY**

* BLANKET  * FROZEN  * IGLOO  * SKIS
* BOOTS    * GIFTS    * LIGHTS  * SLED
* COLD     * HAT      * MITTENS * SNOW
* FAMILY   * ICE      * SKATES  * WINTER

BLANKET  BOOTS  COLD  FAMILY
FROZEN  GIFTS  HAT  ICE
IGLOO  LIGHTS  MITTENS  SKATE
SKIS  SLED  SNOW  WINTER